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ABSTRACT

Idealized two-dimensional model simulations are performed to study the frequent nocturnal occurrence of

downslope-windstorm-type flows in Arizona’s Meteor Crater. The model topography is a simplified repre-

sentation of the Meteor Crater and its surroundings, with an approximately 18mesoscale slope upstream and

downstream of the crater basin. A strong surface-based inversion and a katabatic flow develop above the

mesoscale slope as a result of radiational cooling. The temperature and flow profiles are evaluated against

observations over low-angle slopes from two field campaigns, showing that the model’s turbulence parame-

terization has a strong impact on the near-surface conditions. The interaction of the katabatic flow with the

basin topography leads to the formation of waves and hydraulic jumps over the basin. The simplified two-

dimensional simulations show good qualitative agreement with observations of downslope-windstorm-type

flows from the Meteor Crater. The sensitivity of the flow solution over the basin to basin depth, basin width,

and background wind speed is investigated. The resulting flow regimes include a sweeping of the basin

atmosphere, a wake over the upstream crater sidewall, waves over the basin with one or twowave crests, and a

hydraulic jump. The regimes are discussed in the context of stratified flow over mountains.

1. Introduction

Downslope windstorms occur throughout the world in

the lee of large mountain ranges as synoptic winds per-

pendicular to the mountain flow over the barrier and

descend and accelerate in the lee, where the resulting

wind speeds can reach damaging magnitudes. Downslope

windstorms have been studied in many high-mountain

locations, including the Wasatch Mountains in Utah

(Lawson and Horel 2015), the Sierra Nevada (Mayr and

Armi 2010), the European Alps (Richner and Hächler
2012), the Adriatic coastal mountains (Grisogono and

Belu�sić 2009), and the Andes (Seluchi et al. 2003).

Lawson and Horel (2015) report wind gusts of up to

45m s21 along the Wasatch Front in Utah during a

December 2011 downslope windstorm. During the

11 January 1972 windstorm in Boulder, Colorado, wind

gusts of over 50 m s21 were recorded (Lilly 1978).

Downslope windstorms have not only been observed in

the lee of large mountain ranges, but also in the lee of

smaller mountains, for example, the Falkland Islands

(Mobbs et al. 2005).

At Arizona’s Meteor Crater, nocturnal downslope

windstorms occur frequently on the inner southwest

crater sidewall driven by a katabatic flow that forms

upstream of the crater (Adler et al. 2012; Lehner et al.

2016). An example of the flow over the crater is shown in

Fig. 1. The approximately 1200-m-wide (approximately

500-m-wide basin floor) and 170-m-deep Meteor Crater

is located on a mesoscale plain that slopes slightly down

to the northeast. During quiescent, clear-sky nights a
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southwesterly drainage flow forms over the plain, which

impinges on the approximately 30–50-m-high crater rim.

Under favorable conditions the flow over the crater

leads to the formation of a deep wave in the lee of the

upwind rim and downslope-windstorm-type flows on the

crater’s southwest inner sidewall. During these events,

strong and gusty winds are observed along the sidewall,

and temperatures over the southwest sidewall can be up

to 78C higher than over the crater center. The second

Meteor Crater experiment (METCRAX II) took place

in October 2013 to study the downslope-windstorm-type

flows in the Meteor Crater and the conditions that lead

to their formation (Lehner et al. 2016).

Stratified flows over mountains have been studied

extensively, and overviews of the theory and results

from observations and numerical simulations can be

found, for example, in Baines (1995), Durran (2003a,b),

and Jackson et al. (2012). Comparatively little is known

about stratified flows over depressions, such as valleys or

basins. The response to flow over mountains is often-

times characterized by nondimensional numbers, such

as the nondimensional mountain height Ĥ5NH/U

(Jackson et al. 2012), where N5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(g/u)(du/dz)

p
is the

Brunt–Väisälä frequency,H is the mountain height,U is

the upstream wind speed perpendicular to the obstacle,

g is acceleration due to gravity, and u is potential tem-

perature. The nondimensional mountain height Ĥ in-

dicates whether the flow approaching a mountain

barrier has sufficient inertia to go over the mountain

(Ĥ# 1) or whether it becomes blocked on the upstream

side or has to flow around the mountain. It is also called

the nonlinearity parameter because it also indicates

whether nonlinear processes are important (Ĥ. 1). The

inverse of Ĥ is often termed a Froude number (Baines

1995). As the stability and wind speed typically vary with

height and location, the actual calculation of these

nondimensional numbers differs from study to study

(e.g., Kimura and Manins 1988). Analogous to Ĥ, a

nondimensional valley or basin depth D̂5ND/U can be

defined, where D is the valley or basin depth (Vosper

and Brown 2008). Several studies have shown that D̂ is a

measure of flow decoupling over the valley atmosphere

(e.g., Holden et al. 2000; Vosper and Brown 2008;

Sheridan et al. 2014).

The majority of studies looking at flow over valleys

under stable conditions have focused on the erosion of

cold-air pools (e.g., Lareau and Horel 2015) and the

conditions in which the valley atmosphere stagnates and

decouples from the atmosphere aloft or in which a

sweeping of the valley atmosphere occurs. Sheridan

et al. (2014) used the nondimensional valley depth to

forecast the cold-air pool strength in two small valleys in

the United Kingdom and found a critical value for de-

coupling of the valley atmosphere of D̂’ 1. Below the

critical value, the cold-air pool strength increases with

increasing D̂, whereas it becomes independent of D̂

FIG. 1. Wind speed and wind arrows in a northeast–southwest cross section through the

Meteor Crater from a dual Doppler lidar analysis during METCRAX II, (top) 2243 and

(bottom) 2356 MST 19 Oct 2013. The blue dots show the locations of the two scanning lidars.
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above the critical value. Smith et al. (2010) found a critical

value of D̂ 5 0.1–1 based on numerical simulations for a

region over southwest England, while LeMone et al.

(2003) determined a value of D̂’ 1/3 for a shallow wa-

tershed in Kansas, andHolden et al. (2000) found a critical

value of D̂’ 0:5 based on tethersonde observations in a

valley inWales. Idealized two-dimensional simulations of

flow over a valley by Vosper and Brown (2008) showed

critical D̂ values for decoupling of 0.35–0.64.Holden et al.

(2000) suggest four possible responses to flow over a

valley: (i) attached flow that follows the underlying sur-

face and ventilates the valley, (ii) attached flow with a

phase shift with height, (iii) flow separation on the up-

stream sidewall, and (iv) decoupling from the atmosphere

aloft and stagnation of the valley atmosphere. They

suggest that (i) and (iii) can occur under neutral condi-

tions. They also mention that stable conditions have re-

ceived less attention than neutral conditions. Numerical

simulations of stratified flow over a series of ridges and

valleys by Kimura and Manins (1988) found cases of

sweeping, blocking, wave breaking, and partial blocking

for inviscid cases and sweeping, complete stagnation, and

rotor formation for dissipative cases. Vosper and Brown

(2008) also found waves over a valley depending on at-

mospheric stratification.

A topographic setting that has similarities to de-

pressions and that has been studied with respect to the

formation of waves is the double-mountain system: that

is, a valley between two mountains. An example of

such a double-mountain system is the Owens Valley in

California. Removing the downstream mountains in

numerical simulations shows that their existence leads to

interference effects that impact gravity waves over the

Owens Valley (Grubisĭć and Billings 2007). Grubisĭć

and Stiperski (2009) performed idealized simulations to

study the effect of a second obstacle downstream of a

mountain on the gravity waves behind the first obstacle

and found that the presence of the second mountain

affects the amount of wave trapping, the wavelength,

and the number of wave crests across the valley.

The goal of the present study is to gain an under-

standing of flow regimes over basins and the impact of

basin size and upstream flow and temperature profiles

using idealized two-dimensional numerical model sim-

ulations. The findings are applied to explain the ob-

served downslope-windstorm-type flows at the Meteor

Crater in the context of the crater’s size and upstream

flow conditions. Numerical simulations of flow over

craters have been performed for small idealized craters

of the size of theMeteor Crater (Fritts et al. 2010; Kiefer

and Zhong 2011; Katurji et al. 2013), including Martian

craters (Rafkin et al. 2001), as well as for large 100-km-wide

craters (Soontiens et al. 2013). With the exception of

Kiefer and Zhong (2011), however, the above studies

prescribed a wind field to force the flow over the crater.

Kiefer and Zhong (2011) studied cold-air intrusions into

the Meteor Crater, which occur as cold air accumulates

upstream of the southwest crater rim and eventually

drains into the crater, producing a distinctive three-layer

temperature structure (Whiteman et al. 2010; Haiden

et al. 2011). They ran two-dimensional simulations

with a mesoscale slope upstream of the crater, where

katabatic flows formed naturally in the model, pro-

ducing the cold-air inflow into the crater. Our setup is

similar to the one by Kiefer and Zhong (2011) in that the

flow over the basin is produced through radiative cool-

ing over the sloping plain upstream of the basin.

The model and the simulation design are described in

section 2. In section 3, a comparison of the modeled

upstream conditions with observations fromMETCRAX

II and from the Vertical Transport and Mixing Experi-

ment (VTMX; Doran et al. 2002) is given. The two-

dimensional model simulations of flow over a basin are

presented in section 4. In section 5, the results are further

discussed, and conclusions are given in section 6.

2. Model description and setup

Two-dimensional model simulations are run with the

Cloud Model 1 (CM1) release 17 (Bryan and Fritsch

2002). The model topography is an idealized represen-

tation of a cross section through the Meteor Crater and

its surrounding plain (Fig. 2). It consists of a two-

dimensional slope with a slope angle of 18, which cor-

responds to an approximate elevation gain of 600m

over a horizontal distance of 35 km. A basin with a flat

basin floor is inserted in the center of the slope. Two

5-km-wide flat plateaus are located at each end of the

approximately 35-km-long slope to reduce errors at the

streamwise domain boundaries, where open boundary

conditions are applied. In the cross-slope direction,

three grid points are used with periodic boundary con-

ditions. As mentioned by Soontiens et al. (2013), the

topography of craters and basins is inherently three-

dimensional, leading to effects such as flow splitting or

flow convergence in the basin. From METCRAX II

observations it is known that three-dimensional effects

do indeed affect the flow in and over the crater. In this

study, however, we will show that the flow can be re-

produced qualitatively by two-dimensional simulations.

The computational efficiency and the relative simplicity

of the two-dimensional simulations facilitate the analy-

sis of the physics driving the downslope-windstorm-type

flows at the Meteor Crater and the analysis of a larger

parameter space. The impact of three-dimensional ef-

fects is left for future work.
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To test the sensitivity of the flow response to basin

size, simulations are run with basin depths of 5–150m

and basin-floor widths of 125m to 4km, as well as a semi-

infinitely wide basin, for which the topography down-

stream of the upstream basin sidewall is replaced with

flat terrain. The basin that corresponds most closely to

the Meteor Crater is 150m deep with a 500-m-wide

basin floor. While the Meteor Crater is surrounded by a

30–50-m-high rim, no rim is used in these simulations to

avoid blocking effects, which may affect the upstream

flow conditions.

The grid is stretched in the streamwise direction,

with a 30-m grid spacing in the center over the crater and

its nearby surroundings, which is stretched to 150m at

the domain boundaries. The length of the 30-m section

depends on the basin width. A constant grid spacing of

30m is used in the cross-slope direction. The simulated

katabatic flow is evaluated against observations in sec-

tion 3, showing that the 30-m grid spacing gives

reasonable results. However, to test the sensitivity of the

results to horizontal resolution, some of the simulations

were rerun with a 10-m grid spacing in the center (not

shown). The higher resolution affected the katabatic-

wind speed and thus the flow response over the basin,

but to a smaller degree than certain changes in the tur-

bulence parameterization described in section 3. In the

vertical direction, the grid spacing is stretched from 2m

within the lowest 30m above the surface to 150m above

approximately 3000m. The total atmosphere is about

6 km deep, with a Rayleigh damping layer above 4 km.

The simulations are initialized with a dry (1% relative

humidity) atmosphere and a horizontally homogeneous

temperature field with a vertical potential temperature

gradient of 0.5Kkm21. The first set of simulations (ex-

periment EXPDEP; Table 1) is initialized with 0ms21

wind speeds so that the flow over the basin is entirely

due to the mesoscale katabatic flow. To test the sensi-

tivity of the results to the wind speed, additional

FIG. 2. (a) Center section of the model topography (m) for 3D simulations (19–25 km3 6.5–

9 km); (b) 2Dmodel topographies for basin depths of 5, 10, 15, 20, 50, 100, and 150m and a basin

floor width of 500m; and (c) 2D model topographies for basin widths of 125, 250, 500, 1000,

2000, 4000, and ‘m and a basin depth of 150m. The green line in (a) indicates the cross section

used for the 2D topographies but without the rim. The model topography with dimensions

similar to the Meteor Crater is shown by the solid green line in (b) and (c). The dashed green

line in (c) shows the topography for the infinitely wide basin, and the red lines in (b) highlight the

areas used for the calculation of the heat deficit and vertically integrated momentum in Fig. 11.
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simulations are initialized with 2, 5, 7, 10, and 15ms21 in

the direction of the katabatic flow (experiment EXPSPD;

Table 1). The surface layer model is the fifth-generation

Pennsylvania State University–National Center for At-

mospheric ResearchMesoscaleModel (MM5;Grell et al.

1995) surface layer model, which is based on Monin–

Obukhov similarity theory and is also implemented in

the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model

(Skamarock et al. 2008). Initial surface temperature is

extrapolated from the air temperature at the first two

model levels, and a constant land-use category of barren

or sparsely vegetated land is used with a surface rough-

ness length of 0.01m. The turbulence parameterization is

discussed in section 3. No artificial diffusion is used other

than the implicit diffusion arising from the fifth-order

advection scheme.

The model simulations are run for a 6-h period,

starting approximately 1 h after astronomic sunset at the

location of the Meteor Crater (358N, 1118W). Since the

simulations start after sunset, only longwave radiation is

active (NASAGoddard longwave radiation code; Chou

and Suarez 1994; Tao et al. 1996). The time step is 0.1 s

(with eight acoustic time steps), and model fields are

averaged over 10-min periods before being output.

3. Katabatic flow

Observations from METCRAX II have shown that

the depth and strength of the mesoscale drainage flow

upstream of the crater are key factors in determining the

formation and strength of downslope-windstorm-type

flows in the Meteor Crater (Lehner et al. 2016).

Reproducing a realistic drainage flow profile upstream

and at the edge of the crater thus seems of paramount

importance, as confirmed by initial simulations (not

shown). In this section, we will therefore validate the

model’s ability to reproduce the upstream surface in-

version and drainage flow correctly. To this purpose, a

series of simulations was run with various turbulence

parameterizations. The simulation setup was equivalent

to the one described in section 2 but without a basin and

without initial winds. The model results were compared

to observations taken during the VTMX field campaign.

The VTMX field campaign took place in 2000 in the Salt

LakeValley, Utah, with a focus on vertical transport and

mixing processes of heat, momentum, and air pollutants

in the nocturnal atmosphere in mountainous terrain

(Doran et al. 2002). During the field campaign, down-

slope flowsweremeasured on a relatively homogeneous,

low-angle slope on the west side of the Salt Lake Valley

(Haiden and Whiteman 2005; Whiteman and Zhong

2008; Zhong and Whiteman 2008). Three tethersondes

were operated concurrently along a line down the slope

during eight intensive observational periods (IOPs).

Katabatic flows were observed on all clear and un-

disturbed nights, with typical depths of 100–150m and

jet maxima of 5–6m s21 at a height of about 15m above

the ground. Strong temperature inversions were mea-

sured over the slope, with typical temperature increases

of 78C over a 25-m layer (Whiteman and Zhong 2008).

The downslope flows observed during VTMX were

successfully modeled by Zhong and Whiteman (2008)

using a mesoscale model [Regional Atmospheric

Modeling System (RAMS); Cotton et al. 2003] and aTKE-

based turbulence parameterization scheme (Mellor and

Yamada 1982).

As discussed in previous studies, katabatic flows can

pose challenges for turbulence parameterizations.While

the stability in the surface-based stable layer suppresses

turbulence and thus momentum and heat fluxes, wind

shear due to the characteristic jet profile produces tur-

bulence (Horst and Doran 1988; Zardi and Whiteman

2012). At the height of the jet maximum, the wind shear

and thus turbulence production reach aminimum, which

means that the layer below the jet maximum and the

layer above the jetmaximumbecome decoupled (Zhong

and Chow 2012). Arritt and Pielke (1986), however,

noted that to simulate katabatic flows correctly turbu-

lence transfer across the jet maximum must be possible.

The results of the model comparison with VTMX obser-

vations show that the turbulent mixing parameterization—

that is, the magnitudes of the vertical eddy viscosity

TABLE 1. Summary of model simulations: width of the basin floorW, basin depthsD, and initial wind speed u00 used in combination with

the respective basin-floor width, experiment name, and the section that discusses results from the respective experiment.

W (m) D (m) u00 (m s21) Experiment Section

125 10, 15, 20, 50, 100, 150 0 EXPWID 4c

250 10, 15, 20, 50, 100, 150 0 EXPWID 4c

500 5, 10, 15, 20, 50, 100, 150 0 EXPDEP 4, 5

500 10, 15, 20, 50, 100, 150 2, 5, 7, 10, 15 EXPSPD 4b, 5

1000 10, 15, 20, 50, 100, 150 0 EXPWID 4c

2000 10, 15, 20, 50, 100, 150 0 EXPWID 4c

4000 10, 15, 20, 50, 100, 150 0 EXPWID 4c

‘ 10, 15, 20, 50, 100, 150 0, 2, 5, 7, 10, 15 EXPWID 4c
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Kmv and heat diffusivity Khv—have a large impact on the

near-surface temperature and wind profiles. Horizontal

mixing is turned off in all simulations; that is,Khh 5Kmh 5
0m2s21.We will therefore neglect the subscripts y and

h from here on and simply use Km and Kh when re-

ferring to the vertical diffusion coefficients of mo-

mentum and heat, respectively. The quantities Km

andKh are related by the Prandtl number Pr5Km/Kh,

which typically depends on atmospheric stability. A

value of Pr 5 1 is oftentimes assumed for very stable

conditions. Cuxart and Jiménez (2007) found a value

of 0.8 above the jet maximum in their simulations of

low-level jets and even smaller values below the jet

maximum, while Axelsen and van Dop (2009b) found

that Pr depends on the gradient Richardson number Ri

(Pr 5 0.5 1 4.5Ri) in their large-eddy simulations of

katabatic flows, similar to the findings by Zilitinkevich

et al. (2008) (Pr 5 0.8 1 5Ri).

Previous model simulations of downslope flows have

used a wide range of different models, ranging from

mesoscale models (e.g., Zhong and Whiteman 2008) to

large-eddy simulations (e.g., Skyllingstad 2003; Smith and

Skyllingstad 2005; Axelsen and van Dop 2009a,b;

Grisogono and Axelsen 2012; Smith and Porté-Agel

2014) and to direct numerical simulations (Fedorovich

and Shapiro 2009). Many of the simulations used a tur-

bulent kinetic energy (TKE)-based turbulence scheme

(e.g., Zhong and Whiteman 2008; Axelsen and van Dop

2009a,b), including early simulations of downslope flows

(see Denby 1999). Smith and Porté-Agel (2014) com-

pared the performance of different subgrid models for

large-eddy simulations of downslope flows, a Smagorinsky

model, and two dynamic models. Different turbulence

parameterization schemes were also compared with re-

sults from a large-eddy simulation for stable conditions,

although not katabatic flows, by Cuxart et al. (2006).

The katabatic flow simulations with different turbulence

parameterizations are listed in Table 2. The 1.5-order TKE

scheme based on Deardorff (1980) and the first-order

scheme L based on Louis (1979) are standard schemes

built into CM1. Parameterizations of the type Km 5
l2mSf (Ri) based on Louis (1979) have been commonly

used with varying stability functions f(Ri) in operational

weather forecasting models: for example, in the ECMWF

model (Louis et al. 1982; Viterbo et al. 1999; Bechtold et al.

2008) and the Met Office Unified Model (McCabe and

Brown 2007; Brown et al. 2008; Lock 2011). This type of

parameterization was also used for a katabatic flow

model by Haiden (2003). The stability functions are

traditionally based onMonin–Obukhov similarity theory

or on the Richardson number (Mauritsen 2011). In

the above definition of K, S is the vertical wind shear,

and lm is a vertical length scale (Mason andBrown 1999).

For the simulations listed in Table 2, lm is defined as

l
m
5

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1/l2‘ 1 1/(kz1 z

0
)2

q , (1)

where l‘ 5 3m, k5 0.4 is the von Kármán constant, and

z0 5 0:01m is the surface roughness length. A relatively

low value for l‘ was required based on test simulations

(not shown) to avoid unrealistic smoothing of the ver-

tical profiles in the very stable near-surface atmosphere.

In the TKE scheme, Km 5 0:1le
ffiffiffi
e

p
, where e is TKE and

le 5 0:8165
ffiffiffi
e

p
/N (for N2 . 0) or le 5 (DxDyDz)1/3 (for

N2 # 0) is a length scale. Turbulent kinetic energy e is a

prognostic variable, determined by advection, shear pro-

duction, buoyancy, turbulent mixing, and dissipation.

Both the TKE scheme and the first-order scheme L

contain a dependency of Km on static stability, which can

result in extremely small mixing coefficients within the

surface-based inversion. As a result of the reducedmixing,

the simulated inversion may become too strong and the

drainage flow too shallow. Zilitinkevich et al. (2007,

2008, 2009, 2013) developed an energy- and flux-budget

turbulence closure model that can maintain turbulence

TABLE 2. Summary of katabatic flow simulations with different turbulence parameterizations: parameterization identifier, definition of

Km, Prandtl number Pr5Km/Kh, minimum value for Km where applicable, and the field campaign from which data were used for model

comparison. Also S is vertical wind shear, Ri5N2/S2 is the Richardson number, lm is a vertical length scale, e is turbulent kinetic energy,

and Dx, Dy, and Dz are gridpoint distances in the two horizontal and in the vertical directions.

Parameterization Km Pr Kmin Field campaign

L l2mS
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12Ri

p
1 — VTMX, METCRAX II

LKm l2mS
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12Ri

p
1 0.15m2 s21 VTMX

B l2mS 1 — VTMX, METCRAX II

BKm l2mS 1 0.15m2 s21 VTMX

K0.15 0.15m2 s21 1 — VTMX, METCRAX II

TKE Prognostic TKE equation 1 — VTMX

TKEKm Prognostic TKE equation 3 (for N2 # 0) 0.15m2 s21 VTMX, METCRAX II

11 2
0:8165

ffiffiffi
e

p

N(DxDyDz)1/3
(for N2 . 0)
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even under very stable conditions. Here, however, the

comparison is limited to a set of comparatively simpler

schemes. For simulation B, the stability dependence was

neglected, simplifying Km to a function of vertical wind

shear, similar to Blackadar (1962). The simulations were

also repeated with a minimum value for Km to increase

turbulent mixing in the event of weak wind shear and

strong stability (Table 2). Simulations were also run with

constant values of Km. The magnitudes of the minimum

values and the constant values are based on METCRAX

II observations.

For the comparison with observations from VTMX,

we use tethersonde data from IOP 1 on 2 October 2000,

which featured the best-developed downslope flows

according to Whiteman and Zhong (2008). During that

IOP, soundings weremade between approximately 1800

and 2130 mountain standard time (MST), with astro-

nomical sunset at 1807 MST. Figure 3 shows the po-

tential temperature deficit and along-slope wind profiles

between 1830 and 2130 MST from three tethersondes

operated along a line running down the slope together

with simulated profiles after 6 h from the simulations

listed in Table 2. With the TKE scheme, the simulation

reproduces the observed surface inversion relatively

well, but while the jet maximum wind speeds are of the

correct magnitude, the drainage-flow depth is too

shallow.With the first-order schemeL, on the other hand,

the simulated inversion is much stronger than the ob-

served inversion. While the total drainage flow layer

depth agrees relatively well with the observations, the jet

maximum is too weak, and it occurs at lower heights than

observed. The simulation with a modified first-order

scheme B and the simulations with minimum values for

Km and with constant Km agree better with the observa-

tions, closely reproducing the strength and depth of the

surface inversion and the shape of the katabatic flow. All

of the model simulations reproduce the slight increase of

jet wind speeds with distance down the slope (not shown)

as described by Whiteman and Zhong (2008). The close

correspondence of theK0.15 simulationwith theTKEKm

simulation indicates that Km produced by the TKE

scheme is generally below 0.15m2 s21, so that the mini-

mum value is used instead by the model.

While the focus of this paper is on two-dimensional

simulations, we want to ensure that the selected model

setup can also reproduce the katabatic flows observed

upstream of the Meteor Crater. In contrast to the above

comparison with VTMX data, which was for a completely

unobstructed slope, the Meteor Crater slightly influences

the upstream conditions. A brief comparison is therefore

given of the katabatic flow from three-dimensional simu-

lations with tethered-balloon soundings from two IOPs of

FIG. 3. Vertical profiles of (a) the potential temperature deficit and (b) the along-slope wind component from

VTMX tethered-balloon soundings (light gray lines) and from the model simulations listed in Table 2 (colored

lines). VTMX profiles are from 1830–2130MST 02 Oct 2000 from three different locations along the slope, with six

soundings per site (see Whiteman and Zhong 2008). The potential temperature deviation Du is the difference

between potential temperature u and potential temperature at approximately 250m AGL or at the top of the

sounding, whichever is lower.
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METCRAX II (Fig. 4). The soundings weremade at a site

approximately 1kmupstreamof the crater rim. Because of

the upstream influence of the crater topography, this site is

typically locatedwithin a cold-air pool that forms upstream

of the crater and influences the katabatic flow. The effect

of the cold pool is visible in the temperature profiles, which

show a shallow 20–30-m-deep layer of relatively weak

stability compared to the strong inversion above. A subset

of four simulations was repeated with a three-dimensional,

axisymmetric crater embedded within a two-dimensional

mesoscale slope (Fig. 2a). The four simulations are in-

dicated in Table 2. The crater basin is 150m deep, has a

500-m-diameter basin floor, and is surrounded by a

40-m-high crater rim. Aside from the topography, the

setup of these three-dimensional simulations is identical

to the setup without initial wind speed described in

section 2. In agreement with the above comparison with

VTMX observations, the first-order scheme L performs

worst. It produces a surface inversion that is too strong

and too shallow and a drainage flow that is too weak.

Because of the shallow inversion, the height of the jet

maximum, which occurs near the top of the inversion layer,

is also too low. While simulation B compared well with

VTMXobservations for the unobstructed, two-dimensional

case, it overestimates the mixing in the three-dimensional

case upstream of the crater, producing a weaker inversion

and drainage flow than observed. The two simulations,

K0.15 and TKEKm, however, agree well with the obser-

vations, reproducing the depth and strength of both the

inversion and the downslope flow, including the shallow and

weakly stable cold pool near the surface. The simulated

downslope flows reverse sign to a weak upslope component

(anti-wind)between100 and150mAGL.Themagnitudeof

this anti-wind is similar to the observations during IOP 7

and also to the observations from VTMX (Fig. 3). In con-

trast to the simulations, however, the measured downslope

flows are impactedby external influences, as is obvious from

the more than 2ms21 anti-winds during IOP6 (Fig. 4).

During METCRAX II, a 50-m-high tower approxi-

mately 1.6 km upstream of the crater was instrumented

with sonic anemometers at 5-m intervals (Lehner et al.

2016). Vertical profiles of eddy diffusivitiesKm and heat

conductivitiesKh were calculated from the data (Fig. 5).

The values are not constant with height, but decrease

slightly within the lowest approximately 20m AGL,

particularly Kh. Near the surface, Km ranges mostly

between 0 and 0.2m2 s21. Heat conductivity has a

somewhat larger spread toward the higher end near the

surface. The magnitude of the observations, however,

supports the good agreement between the observed

temperature and wind profiles with simulations using

Km 5Kmin 5 0.15m2 s21. Haiden (2003) used observed

temperature and katabatic flow profiles from VTMX

IOP4 to determine K based on the Prandtl solution and

found even smaller values, withKm 5Kh 5 0:026m2 s21.

Based on our model comparisons, we are using the TKE

scheme with a minimum value of 0.15m2 s21 for all of

the simulations described in the remainder of this paper.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for a comparison of 3D model simulations with tethered-balloon soundings from two

nights (IOP6 and IOP7) of METCRAX II. Tethersonde profiles are from a 2-h window between 2300 and

0100 MST of the respective IOP.
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While this scheme is basically identical to a constantKm

scheme for the simulation of the katabatic flows, it has

the advantage that it can produce additional and more

realistic mixing in the wave regions over the basin,

where the flow becomes more turbulent.

Surface cooling and subsequently katabatic flow

forcing are also a function of the surface-layer parame-

terization: that is, the turbulent fluxes between the

ground and the atmosphere. These fluxes are, in turn,

dependent on the atmospheric conditions and are thus

also influenced by the turbulence parameterization.

While the simulated surface heat flux is too low com-

pared to observations (not shown), the model re-

produces the near-surface air temperatures correctly

(Figs. 3, 4). We are accepting the deficiency in correctly

reproducing the surface heat flux as we put our emphasis

on reproducing correct near-surface air temperatures

and correct temperature and wind profiles.

4. Flow over a basin

a. Basin depth

Having verified that the model produces realistic up-

stream flow conditions, we insert a 500-m-wide basin in

the center of the mesoscale slope. Simulations are made

for basin depths that range from 5 to 150m, with 150m

being close to the depth of theMeteor Crater (experiment

EXPDEP; Table 1). Cross sections of streamwise wind

speed u and potential temperature are shown in Fig. 6.

For a shallow, 5-m-deep basin, the flow follows the

underlying terrain, sweeping the basin atmosphere

(Fig. 6a). The jet maximum wind speeds are almost

constant across the basin. The flow regime changes for a

10-m-deep basin (Fig. 6b). A stationary wave forms at

the downstream end of the basin. Aweak acceleration of

the flow into the basin occurs, with a wind speed mini-

mum at the location of the wave. Increasing the basin

depth further to 15 (not shown) and 20m (Fig. 6c), a

wave forms with two wave crests. Negative u velocities

underneath the wave crests suggest the formation of

rotors, which is confirmed by closed streamlines in the

positive vorticity region under the first wave crest

(Fig. 7). The layer of high positive vorticity below the

katabatic jet maximum upstream of the basin thins as

the flow descends into the basin. It then separates from

the surface at the leading edge of the upstream wave,

similar to the simulations by Doyle and Durran (2002,

2007) for flow over a ridge.

A wave with two wave crests forms also for larger

basin depths of 50 and 100m (Figs. 6d,e), but the wind

FIG. 5. Vertical profiles of (a)Km and (b)Kh from observations during METCRAX II. Profiles

were calculated for IOPs 1–4 and 6–7 between 2200 and 0400 MST (gray lines). The black solid

lines are mean profiles, and the black dashed lines are the mean plus or minus one standard de-

viation. The value of Km was calculated based on the east–west wind component u and the tur-

bulent flux u0w0.
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speeds in the wave region decrease with increasing

basin depth, as does the strength of the recirculation

underneath the second, downstream wave crest for basins

deeper than 20m. The wave motion is confined to the in-

version and katabatic jet, which separates from the surface

over the basin floor to form the wave and reconnects with

the katabatic jet over the downstream mesoscale slope.

The flow clearly thins and accelerates along the upstream

basin sidewall, as expected for a downslope-windstorm-

type flow. For the 50-m-deep basin, the solution shows an

almost vertical isentrope near the edge of the upstream

sidewall, indicative of wave breaking (Fig. 6d). The wave

breaking region above the upstream sidewall becomes

more prominent, with increasing basin depths of 100 and

150m, for which the regime changes again (Figs. 6e,f). A

hydraulic-jump-type solution forms over the basin floor. A

similar solution with a wave-breaking region over the lee

slope and a hydraulic jump downstream is also present in

the two-dimensional simulations over a single hill by Lin

and Wang (1996) and Vosper (2004). The model simula-

tions, however, do not capture the wave breaking well,

but produce overturning isentropes over the upstream

sidewall, suggesting that the eddydiffusivities and thusTKE

produced by the turbulence parameterization are too low.

While a wave is still present downstream of the jump

in the 100-m-deep basin, it is completely absent in the

150-m basin. The originally surface-based inversion is

split into two parts over the basin, with one part

remaining attached to the topography in connection

with the flow descending into the basin. The second re-

gion of strong stratification is located near the top of the

basin, with somewhat weaker stability than near the

surface. The region between the surface-based inversion

and the top of the basin is well mixed.While the jet in the

wave regime is continuous between the sloping plains

upstream and downstream of the basin (Fig. 6d), the

hydraulic jump forms a discontinuity, in which the jet

splits and the flow penetrating into the basin does not

connect directly with the katabatic flow over the

downstream mesoscale slope (Fig. 6f).

A cross section through the basin from the three-

dimensional simulation TKEKm is included in Fig. 6g

FIG. 6. (a)–(f) Vertical cross sections after 6 h of the streamwise wind component (colors) and potential temperature (black contour

lines) for simulations with 0m s21 initial wind and different basin depths of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 150m. (g) A west–east cross section

through the three-dimensional simulation TKEKm. Isentropes are at 1-K intervals. The white line shows the jet maximum wind speed

along the slope.
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for comparison with the two-dimensional simulation

with a 150-m-deep basin (Fig. 6f). A 40-m-high rim

surrounds the basin in the three-dimensional simulation,

which leads to the formation of waves upstream of the

basin in contrast to the two-dimensional simulations.

Within and above the basin, however, the same flow

splitting occurs, as can be seen in Figs. 6e and 6f, which

has been defined here as a hydraulic jump regime. The

two-dimensional simulations are thus in good qualita-

tive agreement with the three-dimensional simulation.

The solutions for the 50–150-m-deep basins agree also

qualitatively with the wind field derived from dual-

Doppler lidar observations in a vertical cross section

through the Meteor Crater during METCRAX II

(Fig. 1). During periods of downslope-windstorm-type

flows a wavelike flow was sometimes observed with a

wave crest over the center of the crater, similar to

Fig. 6d. During other periods, the flow split, with part of

the flow descending along the terrain and part of the flow

going over the crater basin, similar to Fig. 6e.

b. Background wind speed

The initial solution for the 100-m basin shows a hy-

draulic jump (not shown) similar to the 150-m basin. The

flow, however, evolves into a wave-type solution by

deepening the wave downstream of the hydraulic jump

as the katabatic winds increase (Fig. 6e), suggesting that

wind speed also affects the flow regime. To include this

parameter in the analysis, simulations with basin depths

of 10–150m were repeated with initial, homogeneous

wind speeds of 2, 5, 7, 10, and 15m s21 in the direction of

the katabatic flow (experiment EXPSPD; Table 1). The

katabatic flow is thus enhanced by the background wind,

which increases the jet maximum wind speed umax

compared to the cases initialized with a 0ms21 wind

speed (Fig. 8b). In addition to increased umax, the wind

shear above the jet maximum is reduced by the presence

of background winds. The background wind above the

katabatic flow decreases slightly with time. For example,

the initial 15m s21 wind has decreased to approximately

13ms21 at the end of the 6-h simulation (Fig. 8b). The

deceleration is a model artifact related to a strong

damping of the flow near the bottom of the damping

layer. Since the reduction in wind speed above the kat-

abatic flow is larger for strong initial winds of 10 and

15ms21 than for weaker initial winds, the wind speed

profiles for the 7 and 10ms21 cases are relatively similar

at the end of the 6-h simulations. The stronger winds,

however, have little effect on the stability of the near-

surface layer, which remains large, with N . 0.1 s21 at

the surface (Fig. 8a).

The simulations are summarized in Fig. 9. Results for

the 15-m-deep basin are very similar to the results for

the 20-m-deep basin and are therefore omitted from the

figure. For the 10–20-m-deep basins the regime changes

from a wave (0–2m s21 background wind speed) with

one wave crest (10m) and twowave crests (15–20m) to a

sweeping of the basin (5m s21 and more). For the 50-m-

deep basin, the regime changes from a wave with two

wave crests (0–2ms21) to a wave with one wave crest at

the downwind end of the basin (5m s21) and eventually

to a sweeping flow (7ms21 and more). For the 100- and

150-m-deep basins, the hydraulic jump over the up-

stream sidewall disappears with increasing wind speeds

FIG. 7. Vertical cross section of cross-slope vorticity (color shaded) and streamlines for

a 20-m-deep basin with initial wind speeds of 0 m s21.
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(not visible in all of the 286-K isentrope in Fig. 9). In-

stead, the location of the hydraulic jump over the basin

floormoves farther upstream. For wind speeds of 7m s21

or more, a wave with one crest forms over and down-

stream of the downstream basin sidewall. While the

wave is located over the basin for a 50-m-deep basin and

initial wind speeds of 5m s21, it is found farther down-

stream above the downstream basin sidewall and

downstream mesoscale slope for the deeper basins.

Simulations with hydraulic jumps show a much stronger

flow variability with time downstream of the hydraulic

jump compared to upstream and compared to other

simulations. With strong winds of 15ms21 and a deep

basin of 100m or more, the flow separates at the up-

stream crater edge, producing a wake near the upstream

basin sidewall. The results for the deep basins agree with

the findings of Vosper (2004) and Sheridan and Vosper

(2006), who found that the wave amplitude decreases

with increasing Froude number (increasing wind speed)

for a two-layer atmosphere and a two-dimensional flow

over a hill so that the flow regime changes from a hy-

draulic jump to gravity waves and eventually to a no-

wave regime.

Some simulations show a transition from one regime

to another or do not reach a steady solution and keep

transitioning back and forth between two regimes. An

example is the simulation with a 10-m-deep basin and

2ms21 initial wind speeds. Figure 9 shows that for small

umax (purple colors), which occur earlier in the

simulation, a wave with two crests is present over the

downstream basin end. As katabatic wind speeds in-

crease with time, the solution transitions to awavewith a

single wave crest at the end of the 6-h simulation time

(cyan colors). Another example is shown in Fig. 10 for a

100-m-deep basin with 2ms21 initial wind, which tran-

sitions between a hydraulic jump and a wave with two

wave crests. At 310min, a wave with two wave crests is

present over the basin with recirculation underneath the

wave crests (Fig. 10a). During the next 10min (note that

all figures are based on 10-min averages), the wave is

replaced by a hydraulic jump at the foot of the upstream

sidewall (Fig. 10b). Ten minutes later, the flow has again

organized into a wave.(Fig. 10c).

The different flow regimes also affect the basin cold

pool, which forms because of nocturnal cooling, to dif-

ferent degrees. To quantify the effects on cold-pool

strength and on flow accelerations and decelerations

over the basin, the vertically integrated heat deficit and

momentum are calculated (Fig. 11). The heat deficit

c
p

ð500
0

r(z)[u(500)2 u(z)] dz (2)

and momentum

FIG. 8. Vertical profiles of (a) N, (b) streamwise wind velocity u, and (c) the Scorer parameter l2 after 6 h of simulation time for

a 150-m-deep basin and varying initial wind speeds of 0, 2, 5, 7, 10, and 15 m s21. Profiles are taken approximately 900 m upstream of

the basin. The green dashed–dotted line in (c) shows an exponential approximation of the profiles used in section 5.
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ð500
0

r(z)jv(z)j dz (3)

are integrated between the surface and 500m AGL.

Here, cp 5 1004 J kg21K21 is the specific heat capacity

of air at constant pressure, r(z) is the air density at

height z above ground level, u(500) is the potential

temperature at 500m AGL, and jvj is the wind speed

calculated from the streamwise and vertical compo-

nents. At 500m AGL, the influence of the underlying

terrain has mostly subsided. The vertically integrated

heat deficit and momentum were calculated for the grid

points indicated in Fig. 2b and averaged over the up-

stream, basin, and downstream areas. The basin and

downstream values were normalized by the upstream

values at each output time. Because there was little

change with time after 3 h, the normalized values were

averaged between 3 and 6h. In the sweeping regime

(e.g., strong winds and shallow basins), no cold-air pool

builds up in the basin. The heat deficits in the basin and

downstream are almost identical to the heat deficit over

the upstreammesoscale slope. In the hydraulic jump and

wave regimes, the heat deficit in the basin is up to more

than 4 times larger than upstream. The cold air that

forms over the basin surface can accumulate underneath

the wave or downstream of the hydraulic jump. The

largest heat deficit occurs generally with u00 5 2ms21,

with the exception of the 100-m-deep basin, for which

the heat deficit peaks at u00 5 5m s21. This particular

simulation is at the transition between a hydraulic-jump

regime and a wave regime with one crest, with an ex-

tremely deep cold-air dome over the basin, which,

however, is not captured by the 286-K isentrope in Fig. 9.

The simulation with a wave with one crest over the

downstream basin sidewall (10-m-deep basin with

0m s21 initial wind speeds) does not show an increased

heat deficit in the basin. This, however, is due to the

selection of basin grid points (see Fig. 2), which excludes

FIG. 9. The 286-K isentropes at 10-min intervals between 3 and 6 h for simulations with 500-m-wide basins, varying depth (columns from

D5 10 to 150m), and varying initial wind speed (rows, u005 0–15m s21). Line color indicates the jet maximumwind speed approximately

900m upstream of the basin. The symbols in the bottom-right corner of each panel indicate the resulting flow regime: sweeping (S), wake

(W), wave with one wave crest (1), wave with two wave crests (2), and hydraulic jump (J).
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the sidewall region underneath the wave crest, where a

small cold-air dome exists. The simulations with 100–

150-m-deep basins also show an increased heat deficit

downstream of the basin because of the downstream

extent of the wave. The vertically integratedmomentum

shows that without a background wind the flow accel-

erates into the basin, particularly for basins deeper than

20m. For the three shallow basins, the acceleration is

weak. With increasing wind speeds of 2m s21 the ac-

celeration turns into a weak deceleration for shallow

basins. With even stronger winds the flow inside the

basin is almost identical to the flow upstream, with a

weak acceleration downstream of the basin. In the

hydraulic-jump regime for the deep basins, the flow

decelerates strongly in the basin. This is also obvious

from Figs. 6e and 6f, which show the comparatively

FIG. 11. Vertically integrated (a),(b) heat deficit and (c),(d) momentum as a function of initial wind speed u00 (colored lines) and basin

depthD for (a),(c) the basin floor and (b),(d) the slope downstream of the basin (see Fig. 2 for grid point locations). Values are normalized

by upstream values. See text for details.

FIG. 10. Vertical cross sections of the streamwise wind velocity (colors) and potential temperature (black contour lines) for a 100-m-deep

basin and an initial wind speed of 2m s21 after (a) 310, (b) 320, and (c) 330min of simulation time. Isentropes are at 1-K intervals.
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weak winds in the rather turbulent hydraulic-jump

region.

c. Basin width

The resulting regimes for 0m s21 initial wind speeds

do not change if the basin width is varied, but the basin

width affects the number of wave crests that form in the

wave regime. Figure 12 summarizes simulations with

basin widths of 125m to semi-infinitely wide basins and

depths of 10–150m (experiment EXPWID; Table 1).

The simulations with a basin depth of 10–50m produce a

wave over the basin, whereas the simulations with a

deeper basin of 100–150m produce a hydraulic-jump-

type solution, indicating that the wave amplitude and

thus the resulting flow regime are determined by the

basin depth and do not depend on the basin width. In the

wave regime (D 5 10–50m), the number of wave crests

over the basin depends both on the basin width and

depth. For narrower basins, the wave is confined to the

basin so that the number of wave crests is limited by the

basin width. Generally, the number of wave crests in-

creases with increasing width so that a long wave train is

produced over wide basins. However, the wave amplitude

also decays with distance downstream because of viscous

effects so that, for large basins (e.g., the 4000-m-wide

basin), the number of wave crests is not limited by the

downstream topography but by the decay of the waves,

resulting in a similar solution to the infinitely wide basin.

The decay of trapped lee waves downstream of a moun-

tain as a result of the absorption of downward energy by

the boundary layer was shown by Jiang et al. (2006) using

theory and numerical simulations. The number of wave

crests also increases with increasing basin depth, for ex-

ample, from 0 to 1 and 2 wave crests for a 250-m-wide

basin and basin depths of 10–50m. At the same time, the

decay of wave amplitude with distance is also stronger for

the 50-m-deep basin than for the shallower basins: for

example, for the 1- and 2-km-wide basins.

FIG. 12. The 286-K isentropes at 10-min intervals between 3 and 6 h for simulations with varying basin depths (columns, fromD5 10 to

150m) and widths (rows, W from 125 to ‘ m) and 0m s21 initial wind speed. Line color indicates the jet maximum wind speed ap-

proximately 900m upstream of the basin. Note the change in the horizontal scale with increasing basin width (indicated by the horizontal

black line in the top-left corner of each panel in the first column).
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5. Discussion

The presence of standing waves for certain parameter

combinations (Fig. 9) suggests the presence of lee waves

(Scorer 1949). For two-layer flow characterized by

constant values of the Scorer parameter

l2 5
N2

u2
2

1

u

d2u

dz2
(4)

in each layer, the condition for standing lee waves is

l21 2 l22 .
p2

4z21
, (5)

where l1 and l2 are the values of l in the lower and upper

layers, respectively, and z1 is the thickness of the lower

layer. In the present case, the Scorer parameter (Fig. 8c)

suggests the possibility of wave trapping, since l2 ’ 0.

To establish the possibility of lee waves for a more

complex flow such as that shown in Figs. 8a and 8b, one

must use a more sophisticated test. The presence of lee

waves is only possible if internal gravity waves can

propagate upstream: that is, if the flow is subcritical. To

determine the criticality of the flow shown in Fig. 8, we

make use of the test devised byBenjamin (1962, pp. 600–

601). Approximating the profiles of l2 in Fig. 8 with

l 2(z)5 l 2s e
2z/d, the condition for lee waves becomes

l
s
d. 1:2. (6)

Using d5 10m and any of the values for ls in Fig. 8 shows

that (6) is not satisfied and therefore lee waves are not

expected. The derivation of (6) is shown in the appendix.

The Scorer criterion is equivalent to the criterion for

an internal gravity wave to propagate upwind: that is for

u 5 c2, where c2 is the fastest possible upstream-

propagating wave speed. To make further progress,

the evolution of flow criticality in the streamwise di-

rection is examined using existing theories for a simpler,

two-layer atmosphere. The profiles ofN and u (Figs. 8a,b)

suggest the simplification of a constant N in the lower

layer with N 5 0 in the upper layer and u 5 U constant

throughout the entire depth; in this case, c2 5 2Nz1/p

(Baines 1995, p. 281) and the criterion (5) can be restated

as U/c2 , 1, which is the definition of subcritical flow. As

the Scorer criterion is not satisfied, the implication is that

the katabatic flows upwind of the valley in the present

simulations are supercritical, and a transition to subcritical

conditions is necessary farther downstream to explain the

occurrence of the simulated waves.

This simplified two-layered flow also satisfies the con-

ditions for the application of Long’s equation to flow over

topography by Smith (1985, hereafter S85). Although the

focus of S85 is on flow over hills, the solutions for flow

over a hill into a valley (S85’s Fig. 4) are also considered. In

the present case, we are concerned with flow from a plain

directly into the valley with no intervening hill; this puts

our cases in the left half of S85’s Fig. 2. This half of his

figure is reproduced in Fig. 13. One can see in Fig. 13 that

only the curves n 5 0–3 give a continuous thinning of the

layer depth (and accelerating flow) with increasing valley

depth, while for n . 3 the stratified layer thickens with

increasing valley depth. The reason for this behavior is that

the n5 3 curve corresponds to Ĥ0 5Nz1/U5p/2, which

is preciselyU/c25 1 (critical flow). Curves n, 3 and n. 3

thus correspond to supercritical and subcritical flow, re-

spectively. It can be shown from the S85 solution that the

supercritical flow entering the valley from a plain will

remain supercritical with no further transitions in the

absence of incompatible downstream conditions. This

situation is exactly analogous to that encountered in

shallow-water theory (Baines 1995, p. 39).

Although the behavior of a supercritical flow

entering a valley is clear from the foregoing consider-

ations, the downstream end of the valley presents a

change in local conditions to which the supercritical flow

must adjust. Armed with the ideas outlined above, we

devised a simple analysis of the solutions shown in Fig. 9

by computing the local wave speed

c
x
(x, t)5 u(x, t)2

2N(x, t)z
1
(x, t)

p
, (7)

corresponding to the hypothetically fastest upstream-

propagating wave. In (7), we estimate the parameters as

follows: u(x, t) and N(x, t) are approximated by the

maximumwind speed umax(x, t) and stabilityNmax(x, t) in

the vertical column, respectively, and z1 is approximated

by the depth of the layer for which N(x, t) is larger than

25% of Nmax(x, t). The threshold of 25% was selected

based on a subjective identification of the inversion top in

the upstream profiles shown in Fig. 8a. The results are

shown in the Hovmoeller diagrams in Fig. 14, which are

organized to correspond to the matrix of solutions shown

in Fig. 9. The top row of Fig. 14 clearly shows that for

large wind speeds the flow is everywhere supercritical,

and no waves appear in the solutions (top row of Fig. 9).

For lower wind speeds (themiddle rows of Figs. 9 and 14),

cx begins to exhibit values near zero, suggesting the pos-

sibility of standing waves; in particular, the u00 5 7ms21

row shows a transition with increasing basin depth from

clearly positive values to areas with near-zero values. The

two bottom rows suggest conditions that are marginally

critical and, accordingly, even the shallower basins have

waves forming in the generally subcritical conditions

produced on the downstream basin sidewall.
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Calculating the horizontal wave speed similar to Fig. 14

for experiment EXPWID (not shown) shows again mar-

ginally critical or supercritical conditions upstream, which

transition to subcritical conditions over the basin, even

over the infinitely wide basins as the flow adjusts to the

stagnant or weak flow over the flat basin floor. In contrast

to the simulations with 500-m-wide basins (section 4b),

increased initial wind speeds do not result in a sweeping

flow in the case of infinitely wide basins (not shown). In-

stead, waves form downstream, away from the upstream

sidewall, with the distance of the waves from the upstream

crater sidewall increasing with increasing wind speeds.

Only with a 15ms21 initial wind, for which the flow is

clearly supercritical everywhere (not shown), does a

sweeping flow develop downstream.

6. Conclusions

The object of this work is to study flow over a basin

and the impact of basin size and upstream flow and

stability conditions on the resulting flow regimes using

two-dimensional model simulations of flow over an

idealized basin. The work is motivated by a desire to

understand the formation of nocturnal downslope-

windstorm-type flows in Arizona’s Meteor Crater.

Downslope-windstorm-type flows at the Meteor Crater

occur regularly as a result of mesoscale katabatic winds

that form over the upstream low-angle slope and flow

over the crater. The model simulations were thus de-

signed to reproduce a realistic surface-based inversion

and katabatic flow due to radiative cooling above a slope

upstream of the basin and to evaluate the flow response

over basins of varying size. In addition, we modified the

katabatic flow strength by initializing the simulations

with varying uniform background wind speeds.

Initial model simulations and observations from

METCRAX II showed that the flow response over the

basin strongly depends on the upstream flow profile,

specifically the depth and strength of the katabatic jet.

The simulated katabatic flow was compared to obser-

vations from the METCRAX II and VTMX field cam-

paigns over two low-angle slopes. Simulations with

different turbulence parameterizations were tested,

including a TKE and several first-order and constant-K

schemes. The comparison showed that the turbulence

parameterization strongly affects the strength and shape

of the drainage flow and the surface-based inversion.

The particularly strong stability near the surface reduces

turbulent mixing in all schemes that include a stability

dependence. Based on the comparison with observa-

tional data, a TKE scheme with a minimum eddy dif-

fusivity and heat conductivity of 0.15m2 s21 was chosen.

A series of simulations with increasing basin depth

(10–150m) and increasing initial wind speed (0–15ms21)

was run. The initial wind speed modifies the katabatic

jet profile by increasing the jet maximum and reducing

the wind shear above the jet maximum. The resulting

flow responses were classified into four different re-

gimes: (i) wakes over the upstream basin sidewall, (ii) a

sweeping of the basin atmosphere, (iii) waves over the

basin, and (iv) stagnation over the upstream basin

sidewall and a hydraulic jump. A wake occurs only

for strong initial winds of u00 5 15ms21 and the deep

FIG. 13. Vertical deflection of the critical streamline d̂c 5Ndc/U

as a function of terrain height ĥ5Nh/U. Negative values of ĥ in-

dicate a descent into a valley from a plain (ĥ5 0). Negative and

positive values of d̂c correspond to a thinning and thickening of the

stable layer, respectively. The individual curves are for different

depths of the upstream stable layer (Ĥ0 5Nz1/U5np/6). Adapted

from Smith (1985), with additional curves calculated in Durran and

Klemp (1987).
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100- and 150-m basins. A sweeping of the basin is found

in simulations withD# 20m and u00 $ 5m s21 and with

D 5 50m and u00 $ 7ms21, in which the flow is su-

percritical everywhere. For lower wind speeds, the flow

becomes locally subcritical, and waves form over the

basin, with the waves being confined to the basin region.

The number of wave crests depends on the width of the

basin. Another series of simulations with varying basin

widths showed that the downstream extent of thewave is

limited by either the length of the basin or by the decay

of the wave as a result of energy loss in the case of large

basins. For sufficiently deep basins (D$ 100m) and low

wind speeds (u00 # 5ms21), the flow stagnates over the

upstream basin sidewall, producing wave breaking and a

hydraulic jump over the basin floor. This regime is

similar to the observations from the Meteor Crater,

consistent with the depth of the crater basin (approxi-

mately 170m) and with the typical upstream maximum

wind speeds of about 5ms21.

The relatively frequent occurrence of the observed

downslope-windstorm-type flows at the Meteor Crater

seems thus to be the result of a fortuitous combination of

the right crater size and upstream flow conditions pro-

duced by the katabatic flow. The depth and strength of

katabatic flows have been found to strongly depend on

the slope angle, with typically deeper and stronger kat-

abatic flows over low-angle slopes, such as the one up-

stream of the Meteor Crater (Zardi and Whiteman

2012). A steeper upstream slope would thus likely

produce a shallower and weaker katabatic flow, which

would impact the resulting flow regime and may reduce

the frequency of downslope-windstorm-type flows at the

Meteor Crater. Observations from the Meteor Crater

(Lehner et al. 2016) and initial model simulations with a

shallow katabatic flow (not shown) indicate a much

weaker flow response over the crater compared to a

deeper katabatic flow.

The simulations summarized in Fig. 9 show that a

variety of different flow regimes is possible when air

flows over a basin or valley. The parameter space cov-

ered in this study is limited to the flow conditions ob-

served upstream of theMeteor Crater (e.g., Lehner et al.

FIG. 14. Hovmoeller diagrams of the horizontal phase speed for simulations with 500-m-wide basins, varying depth (columns, fromD5 10

to 150m), and varying initial wind speed (rows, from u00 5 0 to 15m s21). The black line shows the model topography.
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2016). The depth and strength of the upstream surface-

based inversion layer are thus entirely determined by

radiative cooling, and only the flow speed and basin size

are allowed to vary. In a separate and more idealized

study, we are increasing the parameter space to cover a

wider range of flow regimes.

While the two-dimensional simulations can explain

the formation of the observed downslope-windstorm-

type flows at the Meteor Crater, they also represent a

simplification of the flow over the inherently three-

dimensional crater. Effects such as flow splitting around

the crater and flow convergence over the upstream

crater sidewall are completely neglected in the two-

dimensional setup. In addition, we have deliberately

ignored the crater rim to avoid upstream blocking ef-

fects in the two-dimensional simulations, which, how-

ever, may also affect the flow.
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APPENDIX

Flow Criticality Test

The linear wave equation for steady waves, known as

the Taylor–Goldstein equation, is

›2c

›z2
1 [l2(z)2 k2]c5 0, (A1)

with boundary condition c(0)5 0; if l2 / 0 above some

height, then jcj,‘ is the condition at z/‘. To test the
criticality for a given l(z), one defines a test function

governed by the equation:

›2c
c

›z2
1 l2(z)c

c
5 0. (A2)

The test function is integrated from z 5 0 upward with

an arbitrarily specified value of ›c/›z at z 5 0; if there

is a zero crossing, the flow is subcritical, for in this case a

finite eigenvalue k can be found in (A1), which

produces a slower oscillation of c (with respect to cc)

and thus allows the satisfaction of the upper boundary

condition, which in turn implies a standing wave is

possible.

An example of how this works is shown in Fig. A1 for

the case of a finite-depth layer zN 5 50m with three

settings of N/U such that NzN/U is greater than, less

than, or equal to p/2 [subcritical, supercritical, or critical

conditions, respectively (see Baines 1995, p. 176)] and

FIG. A1. (a) The Scorer parameter l2(z) for three simple cases of constant l for z , 50m and l 5 0 above

[subcritical (red); supercritical (green); and critical (blue)] and l2(z) 5 0.01 exp(z/10m) (orange) chosen to ap-

proximate one of the curves in Fig. 8 and (b) confirmation of the criticality test for the three simple cases and the

finding that the observed flow is supercritical (orange).
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N/U5 0 above z5 zN . The red, green, and blue curves

in Figs. A1a and A1b correspond, respectively, to the

theoretically predicted cases of subcritical, supercrit-

ical, and critical cases and show that the simple

procedure works.

The orange line in Fig. A1 is the profile l2(z)5 l2s e
2z/d,

where l2s 5 0:01m22 and d 5 10m are chosen to model

one of the observed profiles shown in Fig. 8. The criti-

cality test shows that this flow is supercritical, and hence

lee waves are not expected to form.With the latter profile

for l(z), one can obtain the analytical solution to (A2):

c
c
(z)5 c

1
J
0
[2l

s
de2(z/2d)]1 c

2
Y

0
[2l

s
de2(z/2d)] , (A3)

where J0 and Y0 are Bessel functions of the first and

second kind, respectively. To find the critical condition,

we observe that in the limit, as z / ‘, the second term

also goes to infinity; this corresponds to either sub or

supercritical conditions, as we have seen in the simple

example of Fig. A1. The exactly critical case thus re-

quires c2 5 0. Thus, at z 5 0, cc(0)5 c1J0(2lsd)5 0, and

therefore the criticality condition is

l2s 5
g2
0,1

4d2
, (A4)

where g0,1 ’ 2.404 is the first zero of J0. Equation (A4) is

the analogous condition to the Scorer condition (5); the

condition for lee waves is therefore

l
s
d. 1:2. (A5)
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